AGREEMENT TO PARTICIPATE IN AN ORGANIZED JOURNEY
In Kavala today, between the General Tourism Office with the name MAGDALINI A. ATHANASIADOU and
the distinctive title "MARIOS TRAVEL AGENCY", 33 Venizelou, 1st floor, Kavala, here in after referred to
as "ORGANISER", resident _________________, street ___________________________, here in after
referred to as the "CONTRACTOR", the following are agreed and mutually accepted:

The "ORGANIZER" undertakes to make the trip described in attached form "JOURNEY INFORMATION",
which is an integral part of this contract.
For the participation of the excursionist - "CONTRACTOR" in the described organized trip, the following
general and special conditions apply, which he accepts unconditionally:
1. The Contractor has studied and accepts the General Terms of Participation, as refer to the main form
of the Organizer's program and is aware of details of his trip. Agrees with the program and the
corresponding price list brought to his attention and with all the provisions of these two forms.
2. In case of non-performance of this contract or its improper execution, the contractor must inform in
writing within a reasonable time from the end of the trip the Organizer or his local representative.
3. In case during the trip there are changes in the program of flight, types of aircrafts or aircraft delays
due to the flight companies or by any other carrier for operational reasons, the Organizer does not bears
no responsibility.
4. The conditions stated on the Contractor's air ticket, constitute a contract directly with the airline to
which the Organizer has just mediate to secure the position.
5. Upon departure, if the Contractor for any reason requests any change in the program, this must be
done in writing to the Organizer. The Organizer is obliged in good faith to help change/amend the
program without bearing any other responsibility.
6. In case the Contractor cancels his trip before his departure, then it is subject to the "Cancellations
Policy" according to the General Terms of Participation. If the cancellation occurs during the trip, then
they are not entitled to a refund.
7. All hotels where the Contractor is hosted, have a legal license and the general rules for it’s the checkin and check-out apply per room.

8. The Baggage of the Contractor must have the permissible weight and dimensions and their transfer
by any means of transport (coach, train, taxi, etc.) must comply with safety regulations. The Organizer
does not bring any liability for partial or total loss, damage or baggage delay during the organised trip.
9. The Organizer is responsible for the organized travel program as described, but bears no
responsibilities for any activity reported as optional.
10. The Organizer has organized the trip according to the terms and the responsibilities given to him
based on the implementation and guidelines of the relevant provisions of the Law.
11. In addition, the Organizer has taken care of the liability insurance of the excursionist by provifing
general liability and group travel accident insurance policies (for passengers) for the duration of its
organised tour.
12. The contractor unconditionally accepts the terms of the above contract and the General terms of
Participation in the organized excursion.

THE CONTRACTOR THE ORGANIZER / SELLER

